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6 pack beer costume

The week before a Halloween costume party myself and my family were still at a loss for a creative idea. I'm not a fan of the store bought in bags-suits. As I sat in a bar one night with some friends, I grabbed a towel and a pen and started drawing a pack of six. Then it all hit me, a Corona 6-Pack Costume Team.The creative juices started to flow. We knew we
wanted to be a pack of six of some kind of beer, but I didn't know which one. We chose Corona because it was the simplest to re-create. Colors, lime, etc. Or so we thought. It took us a whole week, up, and including the day of the party. Once we bought all the stock of yellow felt in JoAnn Fabrics, I knew this was going to be a hit. It was all handmade and
painted. We (and by that I mean my father) put door hinges on each of the corners of the box so we can get in and out without a problem. We were hitting the party as soon as we walked through the door and won the best costume. I think it's safe to say that we made Corona proud. Now hopefully we can top it this year! + $17.00 ShippingList price $14.67
Save 37%Take it from Mon, Jan 4 - Tue, January 26 from Bakersfield, CaliforniaSix Costume Shirt Beer Pack.See details - Six Adult Beer Pack Funny Halloween Shirt Suit-One SizeSee all 5 brand new entries Rate this suit: 8 comments · add a Coronas comment to paradise More views: (click to enlarge) We got this idea from a bud light suit that we saw.
And yes it took us two weeks to put together, that's including the box. We used a lot of noticeable and simple 99-minute items... A lot of teamwork. Here are the instructions: All the material was purchased at Michaels (Craft Store) For the top we used mini trash cans and we wrapped them in yellow felt we used spray on glue. Then we used yellow felt for the
body and cut a big hole for the face. For the back of the suit we used velcro to make it stay. The kind you can stick to any fabric. Then we had a friend print the sticker for the Corona logo. For the top of the bottles we used canned pie and cotton. For the corona box we used poster boards painted blue and let it dry. We printed the logo really large and cut
every single letter. Taped the poster board inside. Rating: 4.5 out of 5. Votes: 99 Please wait ... The picture isn't available forColor: Me and 5 of my close friends wanted to be a 6-pack of beer cans for Halloween, but we couldn't agree on it beer to be, so we ended up deciding to be a 6-pack variety. We were light coors, Budweiser, Guinness, Fosters, Bud
Light Lime, and Killian's Irish Red. We sewed tube top dresses ... Read more This Bud Lightyear suit was such an easy suit to make. I already had a Bud Light shirt that I cut off, but you just tape a Bud Light symbol onto your chest too. I bought Buzz Lightyear inflatable wings at a costume store for $10. I used purple and green adhesive tape, and in ... Read
more I was drinking a honey-crunchy beer and trying to decide what to be for Halloween. Bam! Bam! hit me, I was going to create a shock Top beer suit. I bought a blonde punk rock wig Mohawk and my mom helped me cut it to the right length and put fake wheat from Michaels on... Read more This beer can and our Popcorn Box couple costume won first
place as beer and popcorn. Here's how the costumes became Popcorn Box Costume This was a real wearable popcorn box complete with a space on top for fresh popcorn. People loved it, eating popcorn from it as they danced through the night. Is... Read more About this Bud Light suit, wrap your body in plastic wrap from the chest to the middle of the
thigh. Then wrap with blue adhesive tape. When taped make sure you have enough space for your feet so you will be able to walk comfortably throughout the night. Then add silver or gray tape to the top and bottom ... Read more Hello guys! I decided to try on the popular adhesive tape dress this year! I've seen them online before, but I never tried it myself. I
didn't want it to be the classic IPod, taco sause or Bud Light though so I started brainstorming. A snake bite is something I often order at the bar so I thought that... Read more I decided I wanted to be a box of light bud for Halloween. This is the main beer I drink and all my friends find it funny because I always say don't drink my eye light. I started making the
suit out of duct tape, and I gave up. I used a big t... Read more First get a garbage bag and wrap it around your body. Then, start with whatever colors you choose and try to do it as much as possible. You'll start to see the garbage bag start moving closer and closer, which is why you shouldn't cut it at any length at first. ... Read more I brought a silver metallic
tube dress from a local vintage/thrift store called Ragstock. I centered out the dress and marked it with pencil first to map where the logo would be. I then made a rough outline for the pencil dress. I looked at the logo and drew it on ... Read more First we got saran wrapper and wrapped each other in it. It's a little uncomfortable at first, but we had a good time
with it. Make sure you make it a little longer at the top than you think you'll want. Then you can cut duct tape into strips and make the front side, one strip ... Read more Talk about some tedious work, but it's worth it. I had to start by undressing and filming a garbage bag on myself. Let's be honest, duct tape stuck to our bodies... It's pleasant. We from what
started the exciting extravegenza filming, using lime green and silver adhesive tape. This took about an hour to... Read more I have 5 close friends and every year we have the hardest time coming up with our team costumes! Being that we're all in college, we thought what better suit than dressing up as our beer of choice... Coors Light!! We bought cheap
dresses at Forever 21 and Pipeline taped each other to them... Read more Corona 6 pack costumes came from an idea we saw on Pinterest, but with the Bud Light logo. We used a lot of yellow felt and the man was hot in on Things. We used poster boards for the box and cut everything by hand for the letters in the box. We... Read more What better fitting
than a six-pack suit for a bunch of Bud Light beer lovers. A group of friends participated in the nightmare on Chicago Street, Elgin, Illinois party in 2012 and just all happen to be great Bud Light beer drinkers. We decided the Six Pack Halloween costume team would be more appropriate... Read more This last-minute six pack team suit was a lot of fun to
make. It took a few hours too, just went to the Dollar store and got tape and black garbage bags. It took a lot more film than we thought so make sure you have a lot. The logo was just found on the internet and ... Read more We made this 6-Pack and a Solo-Cup Group Suit with 3 items; lots of tights, a garbage bag, and the cardboard box from a 36 beer pack.
I'm sure you'll have to use a lot of teamwork. This photo is from my freshman year of college. Half the girls from the 6-pack I just knew. ... Read more Well, we really got the idea for this homemade beer costume bottles from some of the other posts on your website. But, we thought we could actually make the suit up right. So, for the box, we frame-up
individual boxes of wood and covered in cardboard (we added beverage holders inside... Read more This suit has 648 beer caps on it. It includes hat, earrings, a necklace, a bracelet, a wallet, a bracelet and of course shirt shoes and shorts. It took me a month to save all the hats and lots of parties. I used mostly fabric glue and a hot glue gun to... Read more
Well want to be something original, and do not believe in the store bought costumes, my friend and I were thinking possible costumes that would make people laugh. After a little thought and a few beers our creative juices started to flow and then... Bam, the idea's hurt. Let's be beers. Being from Boston, and loving beer,... Read more I wanted a unique
costume this year that no one else would have. I'd seen people dressed like soda and beer before, but nothing that was cute enough to wear. I made a homemade Corona beer bottle Halloween costume. I had a bottle of Corona in front of me, and I hand painted the... Read more The week before a Halloween Costume Party myself and my family were still at
a loss for a creative idea. I'm not a fan of the store bought in bags-suits. As I sat in a bar one night with some friends, I grabbed a towel and a pen and started drawing a pack of six. In Read more We made this homemade beerglass team suit (16x) from barbed wire and newspapers glued to it. First we made a cube to put the wire net around so it would create
the shape of a scaled beerglass. Because the shape is conical the wire net was easy to remove from the cube, so ... Read more The beer mug is a blown up fridge. I cut the bottom of the fridge and put it on, then I blew it up and dressed it to fit. Cheap, fun n easy, it costs about $5 at the iparty for the This homemade bottle of Corona with salt and lime team
Halloween costume was a terrible idea. It only started with the bottle, but when I had leftover material I came with my lime and salt shaker. It was all made with foam used for sofa cushions. I have to say, my thumb hurt after... Read more After navigation
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